
Tia 200 Modular Pendant Light

Designer:Foster and Partners

Manufacturer:Lumina Italia

£609

DESCRIPTION

Tia 200 Modular Pendant Light by Foster + Partners for Lumina Italia.

Tia 200 Modular Pendant adheres to Lumina's commitment to the recyclabil i ty of each component, designed for

complete disassembly. Its composit ion includes a reflector and structure made of aluminium, along with optics

crafted from satin PMMA, embodying Lumina's design principles.

The fixture effectively reduces glare and optimally distributes l ight by incorporating a lower f i l ter composed of

photo-etched brass foi l .

The in-house developed dissipation system ensures the LED operates at the correct temperature. Both the heat sink

and the lamp's central structure are precision crafted from turned aluminium uti l izing advanced CNC technology.

Addit ionally, the lamp features a specialized fi l ter to prevent the accumulation of dust, insects, and other

substances that may create unwanted halos within the aluminium diffuser.

The lamp can be used as a single solitary pendant or can be used in numbers using different ceil ing roses. For

details on the selected configuration, please view the Configurations pdf in the Product Downloads section. Custom
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configurations are available. Enquire for more details.

DIMENSIONS

Shade: 20dia

maximum drop: 3m

Single:

1 x Tia 200 shade with a Round Rose S

Ceil ing rose:15dia x 3.5cmh

3 with Round Rose:

3 x Tia 200 shade with a Round Rose L

Ceil ing rose: 17.5dia x 6.5cmh

5 with Round Rose:

5 x Tia 200 shade with a Round Rose XL

Ceil ing rose: 20dia x 6.5cmh

3 with Linear Rose 150:

3 x Tia 200 shade with a Linear Rose 150

150w x 8d x 6.3cmh

5 with Linear Rose 150:

5 x Tia 200 shade with a Linear Rose 200

200w x 8d x 6.3cmh

Please refer to the Configurations sheet in the Product Downloads area for more details.

MATERIALS

Available in the fol lowing colours:

Ultra Matt White

Matt Black

Saphirre Blue

Battersea Green

Oxygen Red Soft-Touch

Metall ic Bronze

Matt Brushed Aluminium

Ceil ing rose in black or white. Please enter your choice in the text box.

Light source (for a single Tia 200 pendant):

5W LED

On-off, push dim, 1-10V,br> 2700K or 3000K

Note:
A 2700K l ight emits a cosy, yellow-toned glow, while a 3000K l ight provides a crisp, white l ight. The 3000K l ighting

is ideal for l ively spaces such as home offices, hallways, bathrooms, and kitchens.

The 2700K l ights are better suited for areas where a warm and relaxing ambiance is desired, l ike the l iving room,

dining room, and bedroom.

HELP / ADVICE
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